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Open Access services to support
the publication lifecycle
Jisc’s services meet the need to identify, establish, enable and exchange good practice in research management and administration.
The diagram below shows how our services support the publication lifecycle, from selecting a journal, to monitoring compliance, to
measuring impact and usage.
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SHERPA RoMEO
Enables researchers and
librarians to see publishers’
conditions for open access
publication on a
journal-by-journal basis.

SHERPA Juliet
Enables researchers and
librarians to see funders’
conditions for open
access publication.

SHERPA FACT
Checks if compliance
with funder open
access policies can be
achieved with a
particular journal.

CORE
Enables users to discover,
access and use OA
content from repositories
and journals worldwide.

Monitor UK (R&D: Alpha)
Enables institutions and
funders to evaluate UK cost
and compliance data relating
to ‘gold’ OA articles.

Jisc Collections
Working with publishers
to constrain costs and
recommend standards, to
help enable the transition
to OA.

OpenDOAR
Global directory of OA
repositories.

IRUS-UK
Enables benchmarking by
institutions, by providing
usage reports from their
and other repositories.

Monitor Local (R&D: Beta)
Enables institutions to record and
report on data relating to the
publication of open access outputs
by their academics, including both
‘gold’ and ‘green’ publication routes.

(R&D: Beta)

SHERPA REF
Checks if a particular journal
allows compliance with the
REF policy, and offers advice
based on its findings.

Publications Router (R&D: Beta)
Will help institutions ensure that
their own research articles are
captured on their systems.

RIOXX
Metadata profile allowing
institutional repositories to share
information about open access
research papers and their
compliance with funder policies.

Guidance, consultancy, technical support, and OA good practice
We provide online advice, bespoke guidance, and technical support, as well as facilitating the sharing of good practice.

Learn more about our offer and each of these services at jisc.ac.uk/open-access

